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ELEMENTARY NUMBER THEORY AND 

ALGORITHMS

1.  Integers and Division
1.1  Factorisation
 

P1.1  Is  19  a factor of the following integers?
a)  57 b)  |95 c)  209 d)  10001

P1.2  Find the divisiors of the following integers
a)  57 b)  71 c)  100 d)  1024

1.2  Division Algorithm
 

The integer  r  is called the remainder modulo  b.  The integer  q  is called the quotient,  a  is called the divident, and   b
is called the divisor. 

P1.3 Compute  543 : 21  and write the result in the form of the division algorithm
divident = (partial) quotient  times  divisor  plus  remainder,
that is, in the form a = q b + r,  0 £ r < È b È,  where  a = 543,  b = 21,
q = (partial) quotient  ja  r = remainder.

P1.4 Give the expansion of the (base 10) integer 511  
a)  in the binary base (base 2)
b)  in the octal base (base 8)  
c)  represent  12347   in the decimal base (base 10)

P1.5  Give the expansion of the (base 10) integer  2358  
a)  in the binary base (base 2)
b)  in the base 7

1.3  Primes

P1.6 Show that 113 is a prime integer.

P1.7 What do the following products mean?

a)  Ûi=1
4 i

3
b)  Ûi=1

n i c)  ä
i=1

k 1������i2 d)  ä
i=2

n H1 - 1�����i L
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P1.7 What do the following products mean?

a)  Ûi=1
4 i

3
b)  Ûi=1

n i c)  ä
i=1

k 1������i2 d)  ä
i=2

n H1 - 1�����i L
  

P1.8 Prove Theorem 1.2 (Euclid): There exists infinitely many primes.

1.4  Greatest Common Divisor and Least Common Multiple

P1.9 Compute in the manner of Example 1.2  gcd(a, b)  and  lcm(a, b),  when

a = 32 × 53 × 74   and  b = 24 × 33 × 72 .   
 

Confirm for these integers that  gcdHa, bL × lcmHa, bL = ab.

1.5  Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic

P1.10 Prove the first part of Theorem 1.7 (Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic):
Every integer  a ³ 2  can be written as the product of primes  pi   in the form  
a = Ûi pi

ei ,  ei Î N.  Here we do not require the proof for the uniqueness of the product.

2.  Euclidean Algorithm

2.1|2 An Efficient Way of Computing the Greatest Common Divisor
and the Linear Combination  gcdHa, bL = u a + v b

P1.11 Find  gcd(1233, 63)  and represent it in the form  s 1233 + t 63,  where  s, t Î Z.
All intermediate steps should be presented.

P1.12  Find  gcd(2333, 187)  and represent it in the form  s 2333 + t 187,  where  s, t Î Z.

3.  Congruences

3.1  Remainder and Congruence

P1.13 Which of the following congruences hold true?

a) 19 º 1 (mod 9)
b) 19 º |8 (mod 9)
c) 18 º 0 (mod 9) 
d) 29 º |2 (mod 9) 

P1.14 Show that  a º b Hmod mL  if and only if the integers  
a  and  b  have the same remainder modulo  m.  
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3.2  Residue Class Modulo  m

P1.15 Let us consider the division of integers into residue classes modulo 4, i.e.,
consider the set  Z4  =  {[0], [1], [2], [3]}.  Present analoguosly as in Example 3.4, 
which integers belong to the following residue classes: 
a)  [0] b)  [1] c)  [2] d)  [3]. 

3.3  Complete Residue System Modulo  m

P1.16 Prove Lemma 3.1:  Let  k a º k b Hmod mL  and  gcdHk, mL = d.  
Then  a º b Hmod m � dL.

P1.17 Prove Lemma 3.2:  Let  {a1 , a2 , ¼, am}  be a complete residue system modulo  m,  
and let  gcdHk, mL = 1. Then the set  {k a1 , k a2 , ¼, k am}  is also a complete residue 
system modulo  m.

3.4  Computational Rules for Congruences

P1.18 Prove the part 4 (iii) of Theorem 3.3:  Let  m  be a given positive integer, and 
a º b (mod m)  and  c º d (mod m).  Then  a c º b d (mod m).

P1.19 Represent the addition and multiplication tables of the sets  Z8   ja  Z9 .

P1.20 Solve in the set  Z7  = {[0], [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]}  the equation  [2] x + [3] = [4].

P1.21 Find the remainder, when

a) 10515 is divided by   7 (5)
b) 8391 is divided by  5(2)
c) 7348 is divided by  11 (9)
d) 3323    is divided by  7(5)
e) 127 × H10515 + 3323 L    is divided by  7 (3)

Compute by using remainders and show all the steps.
The answer has been given inside the parenthesis.

P1.22 Find the remainder, when

a) 2203 is divided by  5(3)
b) 34567 is divided by  6(3)
c) 55 × H 2203 + 34567 L    is divided by  7     (0)

Compute by using remainders and show all the steps.
The answer has been given inside the parenthesis.

P1.23 Let the following result be known:  P(b) º P(c) (mod m),  when  
P(x) = a0  xn  + a1  xn-1  + º + an-1  x + an ;  ai Î Z;  and  b º c (mod m).  
Furthermore, let  q  be an integer with  n  digits, and let the consequtive digits of   n  be  
a1 , a2 , ... , an ;  ai  Î {0, 1, ... , 9}.  Show that  9 È q  if and only if  
9 È (a1  + a2  + º + an).  Is the integer  987654321  divisible by  9?
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4.  Euler’s and Fermat’s Theorems

4.1|3  Coprime Residue Class (System) and Euler’s Totient j−Function
Reduced Residue System Modulo m
Euler’s and Fermat’s Theorems

P1.24 Find the coprime residue classes modulo  m  and  j(m),  i.e., the elements of the set  Zm
*

   and their number in the cases of   m = 7  and  m = 12.  Compute also  j(46), j(55), j(81)
    and  j(144).  

P1.25 Prove Theorem 4.4 (Fermat’s Little Theorem):  Let  p  be a prime 
and  a  an integer that is not divisible by  p.  Then

ap-1 º 1 Hmod pL
Furthermore, for every (freely chosen) integer  a  it holds that

ap º a Hmod pL.
P1.26 Show by using Fermat’s Little Theorem that

a) 2198  º 1 (mod 199)
b) 1012 º 1 (mod 11)
c) 1025  º 10 (mod 11)

P1.27 Prove Theorem 4.5:  If  p  is a prime and  k Î Z+ ,  then 

 jHpk L =  pk  | pk
��������p  = pk I1 - 1�����p M.

4.4  Euler’s Totient Function and Preservation of Multiplication

P1.28 Fill completely the table of Example 4.1, i.e., find from the table below all coprime
residue classes (representatives of them) of  120.  Pass through the proof of Theorem 4.6
once again in the special case of  jH120L = jH8 × 15L = jH8L × jH15L = 4 × 8 = 32. 
The first relevant column has been presented as an example. Indicate also the coprime
residue classes of the selected integers (denote them by a square)  modulo  8   
and modulo  15. 
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104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111

112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119
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P1.29 Compute  j(11000)  in the manner of Example 4.2.  How many of the integers

0, 1, 2, ..., 10999  are coprimes with the integer 11000, 
i.e.,  how many coprime residue classes there are modulo 11000?

4.5  Quick Computation of Big Powers: Euler’s Theorem and Method of Successive Squares

P1.30 Compute  171785  (mod 47)  by using Euler’s theorem and consecutive  squarings.

5.  Solving Linear Congruences

5.1  One Linear Congruence Equation

P1.31 Solve the following congruesnces in cases that the solution exists. 
If there is no solution, explain why.

a) 13x º 25(mod 27)
b) 207x º 6(mod 18)
c) 105x º 5(mod 11)
d) 210x º 10(mod 22)

5.2  Inverse Modulo  m

P1.32 Find the inverses in the set  Z31  (the set of all residue classes (mod 31)) for the elements  [4]  and  [30],  i.e.,
find  @4D-1   and  @30D-1   modulo  31.
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